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Demanding consumers, breakthrough technologies and
new business models are disrupting retail. In response
to these forces, many retail innovations have been
recently introduced, mostly by U.S. and Chinese players, 
while companies in Germany, Austria and Switzerland
(DACH) seem to lack the innovative prowess necessary
to compete with a fierce global competition that
includes new digital attackers. 

To better understand the current retail innovation
attempts in DACH, and explore how buyers are
responding, we surveyed over 2.000 DACH consumers
on their personal needs and preferences for retail, both
offline and online. 

We learned eight things about retail consumers in 
DACH:

1. Price and assortment are still most relevant for
consumers when deciding where to shop, but digital 
services can help retailers to stay relevant 

2. Physical experience still matters—60% choose
physical stores to examine the product, 30+% to
support their local store and to shop immediately

3. More than 50% of consumers of all generations
expect an online or omni-channel experience in 
electronics, household and fashion—including Baby 
Boomers (+55y) and Silent Generation (+73y)

4. Less than 40% of consumers are looking for
innovative digital services—delivering on basic
digital services remains priority

5. Only about a half of consumers use their mobile 
phone before or during in-store experiences—
indicating mobile is not sufficiently integrated into
the customer journey

6. Consumers have developed high expectations for
the last mile, including free delivery, free returns
and delivery tracking; more than a third want
“green“ delivery as standard

7. On average, ca. 60% of consumers participate in a 
leading loyalty program—they expect inter-
company usability and tangible rewards (i.e. offers
and discounts, free delivery)

1. While a third of consumers do not want to share
personal data, the rest are willing to share when
presented with tangible benefits

Based on these findings, we believe retailers in DACH 
who wish to win consumers in the 2020s should focus on 
four areas:

1. Get the basics right when going digital and
differentiate with advanced, customer-centric
services: Retailers must make sure to deliver on 
digital services that have become hygiene factors for
consumers and then build selected advanced
services to “wow” the customers

2. Actively design and manage the customer
experience: To increase acceptance and use of
digital services, retailers must think with a strong 
customer experience perspective in mind and
actively shape outstanding experiences enabled by
digital services (e.g. with a “Customer Experience 
Officer”)

3. Use analytics to uncover what customers desire: 
Retailers should go beyond asking the customer
what they want, invest more in customer analytics
and enlarge existing data sets as necessary to gain
additional insights, continuously observe and learn
about customer preferences and test new services

4. Run the transformation as a continuous journey: 
In order to drive the adoption of digital services, 
retailers should set up a dedicated program to “test
and learn” with new services over time and actively
involve customers
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AT A GLANCE
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IMPACTS OF THE 
COVID-19 OUTBREAK

1

The Coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak in the first half of
2020 demonstrates the way the world can change in the
blink of an eye. On short notice, firms and organizations
have had to adapt, at an unprecedented scale, by turning
their employees into remote collaborators and reaching
out to customers via digital channels / means. The 
Corona crisis has become a major catalyst for digital 
transformation. 

At the same time, retailers have had to adapt to changes
in consumer behavior, while securing the workforce and
stabilizing supply chains. Food and drug retailers have
been center stage during the pandemic, continuing to
provide life essential services to consumers under
extreme conditions. They have had to quickly
accommodate huge shifts to online, dealing with strains
on previously unpopular services like click-and-collect
and grocery delivery. The retail categories less essential 
during the crisis—like fashion and electronics—have also 
incurred spikes in online activity and have been taking
more drastic measures to conserve cash to weather the
storm.

Our study was conducted before COVID-19 and reflects
a pre-crisis picture of retail consumer behavior in DACH. 
During the crisis, for example, shares of online use for
certain categories are understandably higher than our
pre-crisis study. But accelerated digital usage during a 
global pandemic does not mean consumers were
unfamiliar with digital retail in the months leading up to
the crisis: For instance, some customers have canceled
orders when retailers could not guarantee the usual, fast 
delivery targets. The question is: What levels of online 
use will we experience post-crisis? We believe a number
of retail consumer behaviors we see today could become
the new normal.

We acknowledge that these are challenging times and
hope our results will help retailers adapt to new
circumstances after the outbreak. For further information
on IBM initiatives to overcome the fallout of the COVID-
19 pandemic, please visit:

https://www.ibm.com/thought-leadership/covid19/. 
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4,3%.5

Next to downsizing, retailers across the globe are also 
pressured to produce razor-thin margins—the industry-
wide margin decreased from 3.2% in FY2016 to 2.3% in 
FY2017 according to Deloitte’s 2019 “Global Powers of
Retailing” report.6 New technologies and innovative 
business models, demographic change and
urbanization, increasing regulatory requirements and
consumer calls for more convenience and sustainability, 
are creating the perfect storm retailers face today. On 
top of this, the COVID-19 outbreak has caused
unprecedented strain.7 How can retailers take charge?

At the heart of all possible strategic avenues is an 
understanding of consumers. Consumers have become
accustomed to the luxury of choice that retailers provide
in their quest for competitive advantage. Retail wars for
higher market shares are giving consumers low
switching costs. The result is a customer who expects
low prices, better selections and highly personalized
service levels across physical and digital channels. 

This is a challenging consumer landscape – but one that
also yields opportunities for retailers to differentiate, and
one we believe is worth investigating in detail for
sustained digital reinvention in retail. 

In this report, we reveal eight findings retailers can focus
on to boost customer-centered digital reinvention in 
retail, covering the most popular retail categories “food”, 
“drugs”, “fashion”, “household”, and “electronics”. The 
goal is to create an understanding of DACH consumers
and reveal clues on how retailers can achieve sustained
impact.
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THE PERFECT STORM 
FOR RETAIL

“Traditional” retail is under pressure. Analysts from 
UBS predict that for each 1% increase in online retail 
penetration, 8.000 to 8.500 stores will be forced to 
close.1 Assuming growth in online market share from 
today’s 16% to 25% by 2026, this would account for 
around 75.000 store closures in the next six years in 
the US alone. And it’s hitting all retail categories: From 
grocery (-8% stores), to fashion (-25%), electronics
(-25%) and household (-32%). 

Germany, Austria and Switzerland (DACH) are not 
exempt from these pressures. According to 
Handelsverband Deutschland (HDE), online retail in 
Germany grew by 9,1% across categories, while 
stationary / offline retail grew by a marginal 1,2% in 
2019.2 For Austria, growth of offline retail was slow-
moving at ca. 1,5% for the same period.3 Similar trends 
are reported for Switzerland, which incurred a minimal 
industry-wide revenue increase of 0,4% in 2018.4 Shifts 
are becoming apparent per category: For instance, 
German consumers spent €13.2 bn on fashion products 
online, while store revenue for the same category 
declined by 3,1% or ca. €1.1 bn. Electronics in German 
retail experienced similar store purchase decreases of



How important are the following criteria for you when choosing a retailer? 

96%

93%

92%

90%

85%

84%

83%

82%

81%

76%

75%

73%

67%

63%

63%

62%

53%

4%

7%

8%

10%

15%

16%

17%

18%

19%

24%

25%

27%

33%

37%

37%

38%

47%

Excellent online offers (e.g. mobile app, website, online customer service)

Important

Outstanding customer reviews

Multiple purchase options (store, online, mobile)

Large price range

Products from sustainable production (environmentally conscious)

Consistent prices in the shop online and offline

The ability to check the in-store availability of a product online

Good sales staff

Reliable delivery

Simple and inexpensive return options

Less important / not important

Products with good value for money

Large selection of products

Trusted brands in the range

Loyalty programs (e.g. points / gifts)

Good geographical location of the local shop

Cheap prices

Good infrastructure (e.g. parking) of the local shop

Price and assortment are still 
most relevant for consumers
when deciding where to shop, 
but digital services can help
retailers to stay relevant

As one might expect, consumers shop at retailers that get
the fundamentals right: Cheap prices (93%), broad
product selections (92%)—including trusted brands in the
range (90%)—and good value for money (96%) are top 
reasons why consumers choose retailers. We found this to
be true across all categories and channels.

However, this focus on fundamentals does not mean
consumers neglect digital in their shopping experience. 
Though digital alone might not bring consumers to stores, 
ca. two thirds are interested in digital-first experiences
like checking in-store product availabilities online (67%), 
engaging in multi-channel purchase options (63%), and
valuing excellent online offers (62%).

For those digital solutions retailers choose to implement, 
consumers have high expectations. For instance, 
consumers value reliable deliveries (85%), expect
consistent prices across channels (82%), and place
importance on outstanding customer feedback and
reviews (63%).

Figure 1
Price and assortment dominate consumer choice
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1%

1%

3%

3%

5%

5%

7%

12%

14%

16%

23%

23%

23%

27%

29%

33%

35%

Don't know / no answer

None of the reasons mentioned

I get personalized recommendations

I become aware of new products via online…

Simply out of habit

Repeat purchases are easier

I can shop on the go (mobile) if necessary

There is an attractive product overview

I can try the products at home

It's easy and quick to pay

Some special offers are only available online

Shopping on the Internet is simply faster

Shopping on the Internet is cheaper

It's much easier to order from home

Some shops are too far away

The choice is greater online

It is easier to compare products / prices online

1%

2%

3%

9%

9%

13%

16%

19%

28%

31%

35%

37%

60%

Don't know / no answer

None of the reasons mentioned

To keep me busy / to pass the time

To get inspiration for other products

There are often better offers on site

I buy from local suppliers / value product origin

Simply out of habit

A possible exchange / return is easier on site

I appreciate the advice in store specialists

I would like to have the product immediately

I support local businesses

I can try products before buying

I can get a better impression of quality in-store

Reasons to shop at physical stores Reasons to shop online

Physical experience still matters
— 60% choose physical stores
to examine the product, 30+% 
to support their local store and
to shop immediately

Traditional retailers have been fighting back online 
competition and we are seeing positive response from
consumers in our research: The physical experience still 
matters.

Why?  Consumers visit the store is to see the product
(60%). Even after nearly two decades of online retail, 

customers appear to require direct contact to better trust
in products. Consumers are also driven by tactile
experiences, such as touching and trying the product
(37%). Some consumers wish to support their local
retailer (35%), seek instant gratification (31%), or
appreciate assistance from store associates (28%). 

In contrast, typical strengths of online channels are also 
the factors driving digital purchases: broad assortment
and price transparency. Consumers choose online 
retailers–e.g. an online shop–when they want to compare
products and price (35%), access large product
selections (33%), prefer local availability (29%), or use
online as a convenient way to order from home (27%).

Figure 2
Consumers value physical stores for product experience and online for price, choice and convenience
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Both

Mainly
online

Silent 
Gen.
(74+)

35%

25%

Baby 
Boomer
(55-73)

31%

40%

28%

77%

32%
37%

34%

Silent 
Gen.
(74+)

59%

Gen Y
(24-42)

42%

19%

43%

17%

Gen X
(43-54)

Gen Z
(18-23)

29%

27%30%

44%

60%

28%

39%

16%

34%

Baby 
Boomer
(55-73)

24%

Baby 
Boomer
(55-73)

Silent 
Gen.
(74+)

49%

39%

12%

33%

36%
42%

19%

31%

Gen Z
(18-23)

Gen Y
(24-42)

48%

29%

16%

35%

46%

20%

41%

Baby 
Boomer
(55-73)

10%

8%

Gen Z
(18-23)

24%

8%

82%

8%

Gen X
(43-54)

21%

17%

Gen X
(43-54)

73%

12% 15%

Gen Z
(18-23)

Baby 
Boomer
(55-73)

83%

19%

Gen Y
(24-42)

35%

83%

Total

22%

Gen Z
(18-23)

11%
9%

15%

19%

54%

Silent 
Gen.
(74+)

21%

38%

Gen X
(43-54)

Silent 
Gen.
(74+)

12%

Mainly
offline

7%

67%

83%

37%

72%

21%

Gen Y
(24-42)

11%

18%

77%

2% 2%
Gen Y
(24-42)

Gen X
(43-54)

27%

66%

40%

25%

Food Drugs Fashion Household ElectronicsTotal

More than 50% of consumers of
all generations expect an online 
or omni-channel experience in 
electronics, household and
fashion—including Baby 
Boomers (+55y) and Silent 
Generation (+73y)

With clear individual advantages of both offline and online 
channels, many traditional retailers today offer their
clients the possibility to choose between both. 
Consumers seem to appreciate the options given to them
and happily use online, offline and a mix of both
(“hybrid”). When given the opportunity to choose, we
found out that around 54% of consumers prefer to buy
offline, while 21% prefer online or a mix of online and
offline (46%).

However, at a category level we can see significant
differences in consumers’ preferences. A majority of

consumers shopping for fashion (54%), household (59%) 
and electronics (67%) already prefer an online or hybrid 
option over the traditional offline channel. These 
numbers drop when buying products for everyday use like 
food (19%) or drugs (29%).

On the other hand, the generational difference is much
lower than typically assumed. Looking at pure online 
statistics across all categories, we see a clearly higher
share of digital in the younger generations (Gen Z and
Gen Y combined at ca. 25%; Gen X at ca. 20%) vs. the
older (Baby Boomers and Silent Generation combined at 
ca. 15%). However, adding in the preference for hybrid 
(online and offline) we actually get an inverted picture for
generational channel preference. In household, for
instance, the share of both pure online and hybrid 
increases from 40% in Gen Z to 56% in Gen Y to 64% for
Gen X). These differences do not stem from age alone, 
but also other life circumstances, like family size, that
typically correlate with certain generational groups.

Figure 3
Generational difference in multi-channel preference is much lower than typically assumed
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29%

38%

25%

Call service via smartphone or have products brought to you directly

40%

44%

59%

Pay by face scan

49%

37%

Recommend products from the store via social media

21%

Service by robots (e.g. provision of a product)

Assemble products via touchscreen or tablets

43%

56%

In-Store retoure

View online recommendations of products in the store

Click & Collect (order online and collect from the store)

See online how full it is in the store and at the checkout

72%Online coupons that offer discounts in the store

Autonomous shopping trolleys that help with shopping

59%

Bar and QR codes to research about products

Augmented / virtual reality for information or raffles

Which digital service would inspire you / would you find attractive?

Advanced servicesBasic services

Less than 40% of consumers are
looking for innovative digital 
services—delivering on basic
digital services remains priority

Given that a large share of customers still purchase in 
stores (between 63% in electronics to 84% in food), the
question becomes how should retailers leverage digital 
means in stores? 

The numbers suggest tangible value propositions
centered around price and convenience are used most: 
72% of consumers would use digital coupons for
discounts, 59% would use click-and-collect and in-store

return options, and 56% would use QR-code scanning for
services with clear value propositions. 

What only few consumers want—at least so far—are
advanced and innovative technologies that are harder to
use and grasp. These are things like autonomous
shopping carts (37%) and augmented / virtual reality
assistance (38%), in-store service robots (29%) and pay
via facial recognition (21%). 

Based on our experience, such advanced and innovative 
technologies become more relevant to consumers once
they are embedded in a customer-centric store journey. 
Selected retailers have started to implement some of
these technologies successfully.

Figure 4
Delivering on basic services with an apparent monetary benefit is a consumer priority
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CASE STUDY: 

By emphasizing customer-
centricity, Decathlon
consistently unlocks the art
of the possible

Three learnings from Decathlon:

1. Accelerated convenience and immersive tryouts
in store: 
Decathlon “Connect” stores offer buyers a variety of
services that help them find the right product fast, 
using the Decathlon app as a user-friendly interface. 
In-store navigation via app allows customers to
locate exact positions of products. Once a product
has been found, it is possible to experience it in 
realistic scenarios using virtual reality. Buyers can
scan RFID tags of products and obtain more
information like verified reviews or detailed product
descriptions. Payments are conducted via the app so 
that customers don’t have to stand in queue for
checkouts, they only need to scan a QR code to
confirm purchases.

2. Blending physical and digital interactions: 
If buyers order from home or on-the-go, they can
have their goods delivered to stores, where they can
try, return or exchange products immediately (free
of shipping costs). In addition, it is possible to check 
inventories in surrounding branches and then
reserve products with subsequent pick-up, in a 
branch of choice, an hour after placing an order.

3. Shared purpose in a loyal community: 
The Decathlon app provides additional services to
enhance loyalty and satisfaction of customers. Users 
can join a sport community to share and exchange
information with Decathlon sports experts and other
users. The app offers news feeds from local
branches so that users can stay updated on local
sporting events and news around certain sports. By
combining community features with local
information, Decathlon makes customers feel like 
valued members.

User reviews of the Decathlon app, a central part of its
integrated concept, speak volumes: With an avg. rating of
4,6/5 stars, over 30.000 votes on Google Play Store and
over 2.800 reviews on Apple App Store, Decathlon has
had a significant impact on the consumer experience.8
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How often and why would you use your mobile phone before entering a store?

55%

49%

46%

45%

34%

34%

35%

21%

20%

23%

22%

25%

21%

24%

24%

30%

31%

32%

41%

45%

41%

NeverRarelyRegularly

… to check product availability

… to check loyalty program participation

… to find a suitable retailer

… to check the retailer’s location

… to read customer reviews

… to check prices / promotions

… to check opening hours

Only about a half of consumers
use their mobile phone before or
during in-store experiences—
indicating mobile is not 
sufficiently integrated into the
customer journey

Having looked at the use of digital technologies in store, 
we specifically examined the use of mobile—the Swiss 
army knife of the digital world—along the shopper
journey. On average, one-third of consumers use mobile 
phones only sparingly before and during shopping
processes. Before consumers enter stores, the most
popular mobile use cases include opening hour checks
(55%) and price comparisons (49%). Services like 
retrieving customer reviews or product availability are
only used by a third of respondents.

During store visits, consumers prefer to use their phones
to compare prices (48%) or search for coupons (47%) and
check detailed product information (41%). Other factors
like reading reviews or using store-specific applications
are only used by around 30% or less.

Unlike what we observed regarding preferences for multi-
channel shopping, mobile seems to show a larger gap
between generations. Depending on the use case, Gen Z 
buyers use their phone more than five times as much
(check locations of retailers) to twice as much (use loyalty
programs), compared to Baby Boomers.

Again, the numbers indicate that digital means—including
mobile—might not be sufficiently integrated into the retail
customer journey. In other words: User-centric journeys
are either not proactively tackled by retailers or not 
sufficiently understood by consumers. 

Figure 5
About a half of consumers use their mobile phone regularly before purchasing offline
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In-store 
returns

77%
75%

39%

72%

49%
47%

16%

31%

69%

49%

27%

42%

65%

39%
36%

64%

33%

50%

31%

47% 48%

73%

35%

49%

76%

53%

38%

79%

16%

78%

69%

77%

34%

40%

61%

22%
23%

50%

64%
66%

-12% 0%

-1%

-21%
-18% -29%

-40% -61%

Compensate 
Co2 emissions

Free return Free delivery

Silent Gen.
(74+)

Gen Y
(24-42)

Gen X
(43-54)

Baby Boomer
(55-73)

Gen Z
(18-23)

Delivery 
tracking

Same-day 
delivery

Flexible 
delivery time 

windows

In-store pick 
up

Which delivery services are very important to you when ordering?

high, and they are almost contradictory. In particular, 
younger generations (e.g. Gen Z) seem to want services
that are fast (40%), flexible (47%), green (49%), and—
most of all—free (77%).

Younger generations are also more interested in new last 
mile services like same-day or green delivery. Ca. one
third of consumers overall and 50% of Gen Z want to
learn how delivery affects their carbon footprint and how
to compensate for it. 

The case of Walmart InHome illustrates how retailers can
successfully take ownership of last mile experiences and
delight the customer, even after they have left the store
or the online shop.

Consumers have developed high 
expectations for the last mile, 
including free delivery, free
returns and delivery tracking; 
more than a third want “green“ 
delivery as standard

After examining the share of online and the use of digital 
means—including mobile in and around the store—what
are the requirements for product delivery on the last 
mile? The most important aspects, free delivery (Ø 76%), 
free returns (Ø 73%), and delivery tracking (Ø 64%), 
reveal that “instant gratification” effects of the store are
pressured by online players that serve customers fast and
conveniently. Consumer demands for the last mile are

Figure 6
High expectations for the last mile, especially from the young generation
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CASE STUDY: 

With Walmart InHome, 
customers can order
Walmart groceries around
the clock, directly to their
fridge - even if they are not 
at home

Walmart is leading the way with the development of new
last mile experiences. They launched a pilot for grocery
delivery services directly to customers’ refrigerators, 
even if nobody is home (Walmart “InHome”).9

Because external service staff must enter private spaces
of customers, Walmart uses smart entry technologies to
establish the required trust. Smart locks are installed in 
existing deadbolts, enabling deliveries to the customer’s
kitchen while giving them keyless access. All deliveries
are live streamed from the moment associates unlock
doors until they leave. This is made possible by wearable
cameras that associates carry while delivering goods. 
Delivery recordings can be viewed live or on demand. 
Associates can only enter for delivery, once they start
recording on their wearable cameras. To ensure that
customers are aware of final delivery processes, delivery
associates send notifications when they head to the
customer’s neighborhood, when they arrive at the door
and when they leave. 

Walmart believes if the value proposition for last mile
services is right, consumers are willing to pay a $19.95 
monthly subscription fee (minimum basket per order of
$30). If successful, Walmart is planning to expand the
service to additional cities in the US.10
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What should loyalty / bonus programs offer to be relevant to you?

4%

8%

14%

16%

16%

17%

Special check-out areas

32%

12%

47%

Access to membership events

Membership magazines / newsletters

Offer additional payment options

11%

Include in-store social media activity

Access to exclusive membership areas

Provide tier / status levels

58%

Useable at multiple companies

Personalized advertising 12%

Work across various channels

Free delivery

Offers/Discounts

Buyers in DACH primarily participate in loyalty programs
because of monetary incentives like discounts and offers
(58%) and free deliveries (47%). Further, consumers
honor network effects by joining loyalty programs with
many participants (32% consider this as relevant). 

Loyalty program leaders have a clear advantage to play
out their size and network effect. The top three leaders
per country are: Payback (59%), Deutschland Card (34%), 
and IKEA family (23%) for Germany, Jö Card (57%), 
Payback (38%), and Billa (33%) for Austria, and Migros 
Cumulus (79%), Coop Supercard (78%) and IKEA family
(27%) for Switzerland. 

On average, ca. 60% of
consumers participate in a 
leading loyalty program—they
expect inter-company usability
and tangible rewards (i.e. offers
and discounts, free delivery)

Loyalty programs are an essential bridge to enable end-
to-end data generation throughout consumer journey
touchpoints. These programs offer retailers rich access to
data but require that customers use them at scale.

Figure 7
Consumers mainly subscribe to loyalty programs for discounts, free delivery and inter-company usability
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34% of DACH consumers say they do not want to share any 
personal data with retailers

Those consumers who want to share, do so for individual price 
discounts, loyalty programs and in-store service

50%

34%

24%

Ø 34

Silent GenBaby Boomers

19%

49%

Gen XGen YGen Z

16%

33%

for customer-specific 
in-store services

for loyalty programsfor individual 
price discounts

38%

While a third of consumers do 
not want to share personal data, 
the rest are willing to share
when presented with tangible
benefits

Especially for the DACH region, appropriate data privacy
guidelines are a necessary condition to generate and
utilize user data for digital retail services like loyalty
programs. A third of consumers do not want to share
personal data with retailers at all. However, those who

do share, do so for individual price discounts (38%) and
loyalty programs (33%). 

A generational comparison shows that younger
consumers (e.g. Gen Z and Gen Y combined at ca. 22%) 
are less reluctant to share personal data with retailers
than older ones (e.g. Baby Boomers and Silent Generation 
combined at ca. 50%). Contact (36%) and demographic
(33%) data tend to be the least sensitive data types to
users. Consumers show various degrees of consumer
privacy concerns and distance themselves from retailers
based on data types and perceived sensitivity. 

Figure 8
~A third of consumers do not want to share personal data with retailers – those who do share, do so for discounts and 
loyalty
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THE PATH FORWARD

1. Get the basics right when going
digital and differentiate with
advanced, customer-centric
services
Certain digital services such as integrated digital 
coupons, click-and-collect options or accessing
product information through QR or bar codes have
become hygiene factors for consumers. Retailers
should make sure to get these basic services right, 
as much as, for instance, a good store layout or
category management process to defend their core
value propositions. However, they must understand
that basic digital service will not be sufficient to
differentiate anymore.

Beyond getting the basics right, retailers should
identify selected advanced services that are in line
with their overall strategy and brand and use these
as lighthouse services to engage and delight the
customer. For instance, customer concerns around
data privacy or sustainable last mile options offer
potential to drive differentiation when addressed
smartly with digital services that promote or
enhance transparency. While interest in innovative 
digital services is low today, introducing advanced
services with meticulous customer-centricity will 
drive popularity and adoption among consumers.

2. Actively design and manage the
customer experience
To increase acceptance and use of digital services, 
especially advanced and mobile-based services, 
retailers must start by taking a customer-centric
perspective when designing new digital services. 
Our project work has shown that experience-led
design helps drive adoption of new services and
create more meaningful interactions with
customers, especially in stores. For example, by
providing mobile services with clear, customer-
oriented design that complement or enhance the
customer journey in stores, retailers can increase in-
store usage of mobile devices and boost the
interplay of physical and digital experience. 
Promoting this customer experience driven mindset
in the organization—i.e. from “category-centricity” to
customer-centricity—should be at the top of
retailers’ agenda. We believe that many companies
would benefit from introducing a dedicated
“Customer Experience Officer”.

15

Consumer perspective on retail
has changed and DACH 
consumers are no exception. 
Businesses wishing to seize the
digital opportunity represented
by these changing expectations
need to adjust their current
approach and re-think how to
integrate digital experiences
relevant to the customer. 
Specifically, to win the DACH 
customer for 2020 and onwards, 
retailers should:



3. Apply analytics to go beyond
asking the customer what they
desire

Once retailers embark on the journey to actively
design for the customer experience, they need to
make sure they have a deep understanding of their
customers. Traditional customer surveys only
reveal part of the truth and do not capture
everything customers want (or will want). We
recommend retailers also invest in customer
analytics capabilities to complement their
understanding of the customer by drawing insights
out of data. This will allow retailers to continuously
observe and learn about changing customer
preferences and enable them to quickly test new
products and services. 
This also means enlarging existing data sets as
necessary—going beyond point-of-sale data and
generating a deeper understanding of “who” is
buying. Combining sources of internal data (e.g. 
transaction or customer data) with external data
(e.g. hyperlocal, weather or social data) grants
retailers a clearer picture of the consumer that
further helps feed customer-centric design of
products, services and experiences. Retailers
should pair collection and use of data with
transparent practices and consumer-friendly
privacy guidelines.

4. Run the transformation as a 
continuous journey

Finally, retailers need to activate their organization
once they have decided to further drive their digital 
transformation. But it is imperative for them to
understand and internalize that change, like the
adoption of digital services, is not a one-off 
program, but a continuous journey that needs to be
managed as such. Successful retailers should
establish a dedicated program separate from day-
to-day activities and make sure to actively involve
the customer through a “test-and-learn” approach. 
Here, we emphasize the importance of learning: It
is vital that retailers do not become stuck in a “test-
and-experience” or “test-and-see” mindset that
disregards derivation of insights—something we see
obstructing many DACH retailers today. Retailers
that learn from continuous trials and embrace the
learning aspect of “test-and-learn” approaches, will 
be able to place their bets on actions with the
highest consumer impact.
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ABOUT THIS RESEARCH

We surveyed n=2,073 retail consumers in DACH 
across five retail categories, “food”, “drugs”, 
“household”, “fashion”, and “electronics”. We
asked 14 broad questions that were applicable to
all retail categories, and two questions that were
specific to retail categories. Each respondent was 
asked to answer two questions for two categories in 
addition to the 14 broad questions (= 4 category
questions + 14 broad questions = 18 questions total 
per respondent), ensuring categories were evenly
distributed between respondents. This accounted
for on avg. 803 consumers per category-specific
question. Data derived from specific questions was 
partially aggregated to make observations across all 
categories / for the industry.

Due to the larger population of Germany, 50% of
respondents were German, while Austria and
Switzerland accounted for 25% of respondents, 
respectively. We ensured age group distribution
was roughly the distribution of DACH, meaning Gen 
Z (18-23) = 9%, Gen Y (24-42) = 32%, Gen X (43-
54) = 25%, Baby Boomer (55-73) = 30%, and Silent 
Generation (74+) = 5%. We also ensured DACH 
distribution of gender at 51% female and 49% 
male. Geographically, we ensured a representative
distribution of consumer responses across five
degrees of population, including “Landgemeinde” 
(less than 5.000 population) = 28%, “Kleinstadt” 
(between 5.000 and 20k population) = 21%, 
“Mittelstadt” (between 20k and 100k population) = 
20%, “Kleinere Großstadt” (between 100k and
500k population) = 14%, and “Großstadt” (more
than 500k population) = 18%. 

An online panel provided by YouGov Deutschland 
GmbH was used for access to DACH consumers and
for data collection using an online survey
instrument. IBM employed descriptive statistics to
evaluate the data.
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